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AFTER SCHOOL FUN

Do you have ECA or MI classes? These
classes are held after school and allow
us to do things we might not be able
to in the classroom. There are many
ECA classes such as STEM  and English
Ambassadors. There are also art, music
and other exciting classes too. Which
after school classes do you do?

TREE OF THANKS

Recently, P3 students decorated a tree
with their precious memories. For
example, maybe they wrote about
playing volleyball with their friends or
a family picnic. The tree is made with
joy and happiness. What memories
would you put onto the tree?
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THE HK SPEECH FESTIVAL

The speech festival is a great activity we can do at

school. We will study some poems and read them

out! Have you tried it before? What kind of poems

would you read? You can read poems in 3 different

languages, English, Cantonese and Mandarin. The

competition usually starts in November or December.

After reading the poem, students will receive a score.

I hope you can get a good result!

TEACHER TALK - MISS YUEN

This week I interviewed Ms. Yuen. She told me that

her favourite colours are purple, blue and pink! I

think those are beautiful colours! She takes her two

children to the park in her free time, she's a great

mother! Her favourite sport is cycling and she likes

Chinese, Art and General Studies. The foods she likes

most are sushi and steak, scrumptious! 

Joke of the month: What do you get when you drop a pumpkin?

Answer: A Squash!

TYPHOON TROUBLE

On 13th October, Typhoon Kompasu attacked Hong

Kong. A T8 typhoon signal was hoisted and schools

shut down. It was so strong that it caused injuries

and damage everywhere. Many streets flooded,

crossing the street was difficult in some areas. Even

though I stayed at home I could hear the fierce

storms. It was so terrifying. I hope everyone stays

safe.

GIVING THANKS

This October the school held a Thanksgiving song

dedication. All classes were given a piece of paper to

thank friends or teachers. It is a good way to tell

them that you really appreciate them! I dedicated

mine to my friends who I've been with for 6 years!

Are you participating? Who will you dedicate it to?

Your friends classmates or teachers?

by Dorothy Chiu

by Phoebe Chan

by Haylie Li

by Marie Liu
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OCTOBER GOOD WORK

Avis Leung 2A Elton Wong 5A

Gabriel Cheng 3B Fiona Chung 5B
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OCTOBER GOOD WORK

Matthew Chong 3B Ethan Wong 5B

Jasmine Tang 2A Jerry Hon 5B


